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Pseudo random numbers are used for several proposes where uniformity data is desired.
For generating them, there are some useful methods, feedback shift registers and
dynamical functions are most common methods. Among dynamical functions, onedimensional chaotic maps are the simplest ones. The tent map is a piecewise-linear onedimensional map that has been used to generate pseudo random numbers. Its
mathematical description originally was delimited from zero to one, so an adjustment
was needed for fixing to digital implementation. After adjusting has been made, some
dynamical testes were applied to verify if adjusting did not affect its functioning. The
next step was to implement the map using VHDL; such implementation was simulated
and ratified using a Matlab script. Summarizing, it was achieved a method for easy
generation of pseudo random numbers.

1. Introduction
The pseudo random numbers are used for different process. Cryptography strength
relies on number randomness [1][2]. In addition, there are other processes where
randomness is highly desired; testing and genetic algorithm are good example [3], as any
process where data must be uniform either.
Pseudo random numbers can be generated by several methods, but two most widely
used are feedback shift registers (FSR) [4] and dynamical system implementations [5].
The FSRs are implemented by one or a set of shifting registers. If they possess a linear
condition feedback, then they are called linear FSRs (LFSR) [6]. Otherwise, if their
feedback is non-linear, they will be non-linear FSRs (NFSR) [7]; however they are not
limited to have only one kind of feedback, and compound structures appear [8].
The dynamical system implementations are more complex than FSRs for classification,
because it must include every dynamical system existed or to-be. One part of dynamical
systems is n-dimensional maps [9]. The maps describe a dynamical behavior, that can be
chaotic or not. Maps have been extensively studied, owing to there are maps with just
one variable, also known as one-dimensional map [10]; thus, they are an easy form to
produce chaos, and as consequence, randomness.
Even though they are called one-dimensional map, they do not strictly depend on only
one variable, they have a feedback control parameter normally designated as µ. This
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parameter controls map behavior, transforming a relative
stable map into a highly dynamical one.
The maps can be classified according to their mathematical
description in polynomial and piecewise-linear. Usually,
continuous function one-dimensional maps are classified as
polynomial; on the other hand, when its function is divided in
two or more linear functions, the map is called piece-wise
linear. Probably the most famous polynomial onedimensional map is the Logistic one [11], basically because it
is one of the oldest maps [12] that proved to produce chaos in
spite of its simplicity; however, there are several other maps.
The Tent map is a good example for piecewise linear map
and one of the first developed maps. The tent map will be
this work focus.
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2.1. Dynamical Behavior of Digitalized Tent
Map
In order to verify its dynamical behavior, two traditional
tools were used, Bifurcation and Entropy diagrams.
Bifurcation diagram measures range where possible outputs
can be located [14]. And Entropy diagram determinates
actual randomness into a certain system for a specific µ [15],
its calculation was based on Eq. 3.
∑

Eq. 3

Where, S is system Entropy, and P(i) is probability of
occurrence for certain i section.

2. Mathematical Description and Its
Digital Adaption for VHDL Usage
According to Hauptmann [13], Tent map mathematical
description is delimited from 1 to 0, and it has a feedback factor
(µ), what is in charge of control its dynamical behavior. The
complete mathematical description appears on next in Eq. 1.
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Eq. 1

Eq. 1 needs some modifications to be implemented for a
fixed-point digital system; therefore, Eq. 2 was elaborated.
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Figure 1. Behavior of Tent map for different feedback factors using 32 bits.
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Eq. 2

Eq. 2 is the mathematical description used for proposed
implementation and every test present from here onward.
In figure 1 appears how digital Tent map behaves, several
µ values were taken and it was implemented by a 32 bit
system. In comparison with regular Tent map, modified one
is quite similar except for its limits. Original map limits are
(0, 1) and modified one are (0, 4294967296).

Using both diagrams shown at figure 2, it is possible to
obtain a good landscape of how random a system is. There
are concordances between both diagrams. First one, both
diagrams show that Tent map starts its chaotic behavior from
µ=1 and tops on µ=2. Other concordance, the higher µ is the
spreader output appears to be.
The Entropy diagram was calculated using 256 regions. If
every section is equiprobable, best scenario, maximum
entropy for system is S=5.5412; and the map obtains its
maximum at µ=2, where it has S=5.1982.

Figure 2. Bifurcation (left) and Entropy (right) diagram for Tent map.
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2.2. VHDL Implementation
After dynamical verification, the map was implemented
using a hardware description language as VHDL. For its
implementation, the system was divided in order to obtain a
clearer view of its function. The figure 3 depicts blocks that
take part of proposed system.

possible output is µ(2bits-xn), and other is µxn. Both
possibilities have as common factor µ; in consequence, it is
possible to abstract it and make multiplication later, to reduce
complexity. The condition is evaluated using most significant
bit (MSB) from xn, so Selector only let pass correct output.
- Mult xµ and Output register. Here the Selector MSB
output is multiplied to complete mathematical description.
When two numbers of m and n bits are multiplied, their result
is an m*n bits number; thus, eight least significant bits are
thrown away and 32 most significant are collected and stored
by output register. Output register does data available to be
used for another system.
Summarizing, proposed implementation has two inputs,
one of 32 bits as initial value, and another one of 8 bits,
which works as µ value. Therefore, system output is a 32 bit
word.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 3. Block diagram for VHDL implementation

- Origin selector. It selects what data is introduced to the
system, it is important in order to use the initial value for
very first time; and thereon, last calculated value.
- 2bits-xn and Selector MSB. Tent map has two possible
outputs according to conditions presented at Eq. 2. One of

The VHDL code was simulated using University program
VWF from Quartus II Suite. The first simulation was using a
4 bits representation, essentially for quick debugging. 4 bit
system had an initial value of 6 and a µ=1.375. The obtained
results were satisfied, owing to concurrency between
simulation results and calculations; so the next step was
taken, simulate using 32 bits for representation. The initial
was set on AAAABBBB on hexadecimal what correspond to
2863315899 in decimal; and µ=1.5, whose hexadecimal
representation is C0. Figure 4 shown simulations for 4 and 32
bit systems.

Figure 4. Simulation of Tent map implemented by a 4 (up) and 32 (down) bit representation system

Basically because it had simple operations, 4 bit system
calculations were handmade; nevertheless, for 32 bits things
change and operations were more complex. In consequence,
a Matlab script was elaborate. In Table 1 appears a
comparison between results obtained from Matlab and
simulation.
At both simulations of Figure 4, initial values are signal

“a”, signal “u” corresponds to µ value and signal “c” is
system output. First both system output is 0; in other words,
they do not have a valid output. Such behavior prevents
malfunctions or possible misunderstandings in other systems
that could be connected after the designed pseudo random
number generator.
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Table 1. Comparison between Matlab and University program VWF
Iteration

Matlab (hexadecimal)

Simulation (hexadecimal)

1

7FFFE667

7FFFE667

2

BFFFD99A

BFFFD99A

3

60003999

60003999

4

90005665

90005665

5

A7FF7E68

A7FF7E68

6

8400C264

8400C264

7

B9FEDC6A

B9FEDC6A

8

6901B561

6901B561

9

9D829011

9D829011
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4. Conclusions
Tent map proved to be useful to generate pseudo random
numbers. Its mathematical description was modified and
adjusted in order to simplify digital implementation. Once it
was obtained, its description was verified through traditional
tools for dynamical systems, as Bifurcation and Entropy
diagrams.
The system was designed, analyzed and divided,
producing blocks that were used for its function description.
Three blocks are part of system: “Origin selector”, “2bits-xn
and Selector MSB” and “Mult xµ and Output register”. Every
block was implemented using a hardware description
language (VHDL) and simulated.
Simulation results were compared with calculations, for 4
bit system calculations were handmade, and for 32 bit system
calculations were obtained from a Matlab script, exclusively
made for such purpose.
Both system simulations were congruent with their
respective calculations; such validation gave trust in a welldone implementation. Finally, it is possible to assume that
Tent map using a fixed-point representation not only is
possible but simple, after making correct adjustments.
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